In this paper, we evaluate the effect of learning algorithms, unsupervised and supervised, for 3D face model retrieval using a global shape feature. We used the dataset and protocol of SHREC 2007 3D Face Models Track (SHREC 2007 3DFMT) for the evaluation. Unlike the entrants for the track, we used global shape features to capture overall geometric shape of faces, e.g., that of foreheads. One of the global features, as it is, produced Mean Average Precision Highly Relevant (MAPH) figure of 0.84, outperforming the top finisher of the SHREC 2007 3DFMT whose MAPH=0.66. Learning was quite effective; for the same global feature, an unsupervised learning method produced MAPH=0.90, and a simple supervised learning method produced an "ideal" performance of MAPH=1.0.. 
INTRODUCTION
Shape retrieval of 3D face models has become an important subject of research, as the needs arise and as 3D range scanners become common. With such a background, the Shape REtrieval Contest in 2007 hosted a contest to retrieve 3D face models, the 3D Face Models Track (3DFMT) [6] .
All the three entrants for the SHREC 2007 3DFMT used combinations of local features taken at or near anatomical markers, e.g., nose, eyes, etc. Shape of a nose alone or relative positions of eyes and a nose do provide important information. However, we believe that the overall geometry of the face, such as the shape of the forehead or the shape of the cheek bone is also crucial to retrieving faces. In fact, a caricaturist often emphasizes these "global" geometric features. We thus decided to experiment with global features, e.g., Exponentially Decaying EDT (EDEDT ) [9] .
We also wanted to see how learning-based approaches fair in retrieving 3D face models. In the past, for generic 3D models, e.g. those found in the Princeton Shape Benchmark (PSB) [7] , we applied an Unsupervised Dimension Reduction (UDR) (Figure 1a ) to adapt distance metric to the distribution of features [3] . The approach produced significant performance improvement. However, our attempt to gain retrieval performance by using Supervised Dimension Reduction (SDR) (Figure 1b ) directly on features of generic 3D models failed. We thus devised a SemiSupervised Dimension Reduction (SSDR) algorithm [4] for the task. We wanted to see how learning based methods fare in the case of the SHREC 2007 3DFMT.
METHOD
As mentioned above, our method employs global shape features such as the EDEDT (544 dimensions) [9] . While we experimented with more than a few, this paper lists results only for the EDEDT for brevity. Before applying these features, we first normalize the orientation of 3D face models to be compared by using Principal Component Analysis of a unit mass generated uniformly and quasi-randomly on the surface of the 3D face models. The models are also centered and normalized for their size.. For the UDR, we used a non-linear manifold learning algorithm Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [6] , as in the UDR stage of [4] . For the SDR, we used the Supervised Locality Preserving Projections (SLPP) [1] . The SLPP produces a linear projection that distances the features having different class labels and putting closer the features having a same class label while preserving the locality of features. We trained both UDR and SDR using the 1,516 models in the 3DFMT database. The UDR ignored their class labels, while the SDR used the labels.
The LLE has several parameters; the number of neighbors s in graph construction, the number of subspace dimension m, and the spread of the RBF kernel for the manifold approximation. Based on experiment, we chose them to maximize retrieval performance; for the EDEDT, s=1,394, m=200, and =8.0.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The task of the SHREC 2007 3DFMT [6] is to retrieve 3D face human models from a database containing 1,516 models given a set of 64 queries. For each query, there are a set of "highly relevant" models and a set of "relevant" models. The 3DFMT employs many performance metrics. We use a subset, Mean Average Precision Highly Relevant (MAPH) and Mean First Tier Highly Relevant (MFTH) in this paper.
As a preliminary experiment, we compared the "raw" performance of various 3D shape features for the retrieving performance using the SHREC'07 3DFMT. We chose these † 4-3-11 Takeda, Kofu-shi, 400-8511, Japan. g06mk013AT yamanashi.ac.jp,t04kf026AT Yamanashi.ac.jp, ohbuchiAT yamanashi.ac.jp. features as their executables are available online [2, 8, 9] . For generic 3D models, the "hybrid" [8] outperforms all the others. However, as the Figure 2 shows, for the SHREC'07 3DFMT the EDEDT and Spherical Harmonics (SH) descriptors [2] performed significantly better than the others. Table 1 shows performances of the EDEDT feature; (1) without learning, (2) with the UDR using the LLE, and (3) with the SDR using the SLPP. For reference, the table also lists numbers for the ter Harr's method [7] , the top finisher for the SHREC 2007 3DFMT. The table shows the results for the best performing distance metric, which are either Dc (Divergence Coefficient), Cm (Camberra Metric) or L1 (L1-norm).
Even without dimension reduction, the EDEDT designed for "generic" 3D models outperformed ter Haar's method designed for face models [6] . This may suggest that the global shape of faces, not just arrangements and shapes of anatomical landmarks, is essential. The success of the global feature in this case, however, is probably due to the rigid nature of the SHREC 2007 3DFMT models. If the face models have articulation, e.g., open mouth, a different feature and/or learning algorithm will be required.
Both UDR and SDR are quite effective. After the UDR, the performance of both features measured in MAPH surpassed 0.90, up from 0.84. After the SDR, both MAPH and MFTH reached the "ideal" values, 1.0 and 100%, respectively. Figure 3 shows the performance of the SDR method (measured in MFTH) as a function of SDR subspace dimension. The performance reaches 100% with a wide range of SDR subspace dimension using L1-norm, L2-norm, and Cosine distance..
It is very interesting to see the success of SDR only supervised learning, which failed miserably for "generic" models of the Princeton Shape Benchmark [6] . This result suggests that the SHREC 2007 3DFMT database and classes were much easier to learn for the SLPP than those of the PSB. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the effectiveness of global shape feature in retrieving 3D face models by using the SHREC 2007 3D Face Models Track. We also evaluated the effectiveness of unsupervised-and supervised-dimension reduction methods for the task. Our experimental evaluation showed that the global feature outperforms methods that used local features at anatomical landmarks and their relations. It also showed that the SHREC 3DFMT database was easy to learn, enabling the SDR to achieve an "ideal" score of MAPH=100%.. Current method clearly can't candle articulation and deformation of the face. We intend to investigate a method to map the face in an articulated space onto a "normalized" space, e.g., through mesh spectral analysis.
